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Absfract-The printed circuit boards (PCB’s) for the 1990’s 
can be characterized by higher circuit densities, multiple routing 
layers, newer packaging technologies, and demand for lower 
manufacturing costs. The task of connecting all the traces on 
such a complex board will become more and more time con- 
suming. This paper presents the issues involved in the design of 
a special-purpose processing array system, called HAM, which 
will accelerate such compute-intensive wire routing tasks. It 
is especially suited for double-sided surface-mounted boards 
which require complex three-dimensional search operations over 
multiple wiring planes. The novel features of the design include 
a hexagonal interconnection scheme to improve workload dis- 
tributions during multilayer concurrent search operations and 
the VLSI custom design of the processors. Particular emphasis 
has been placed on the demands of maze routing such as in the 
allocation of the routing database on the multiple processors, 
design of buffer stores for maintaining the frontier-lists, etc. A 
novel scheme of cell-address propagation, which is quite differ- 
ent from the traditional grid-coordinate approach is discussed. 
This provides for rapid lookup of pertinent routing information 
and can be extended to any distributed memory multiprocessor 
system. A global pipelining scheme of cell updates and expands 
is discussed. Experimental results are presented relating the 
speedup to Merent criteria such as number of processors and 
size of the local memory for two different modes of parallel wave 
propagation. 

I. INTRODUCTION 
HE NEW generation printed circuit boards (PCB’s) can T be characterized by higher circuit densities, finer trace 

widths, multiple routing layers, stringent performance con- 
straints, complex packaging and manufacturing technology, 
and demand for lower manufacturing costs. Designers must get 
their products to the market fast or risk losing their competitive 
edge. This requires an integrated design solution uniting the 
power and convenience of automated tools with the interactive 
expertise of the designer. Several cost measures are often 
used in the routing process. For instance, nets pertaining to 
analog components such as op-amps need to be routed within a 
certain pre-specified length. Board manufacturability and ease 
of update are important routing requirements. Vias have to be 
intelligently used to provide compact multilayer routes for all 
the nets. Wirelength minimization is also important for min- 
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Fig. I .  Different via structures. 

imizing parasitic effects and is critical for high-performance 
designs. 

Also in terms of board manufacturability, the primary 
concem is the number of layers. Given an unlimited number 
of layers to play with, any router can attain 100% success rate; 
however, the additional layers greatly increase the manufac- 
turing cost and so typically the number of routing layers that 
are actually available is limited. Most automatic routers are 
frequently restricted to routing between pairs of layers using 
vias for feedthroughs, and can only be extended to multi-layer 
configurations by concatenating layer pairs. Since, this does 
not make use of the variety of via-structures that are becoming 
possible in addition to the traditional through-hole vias (Fig. 
l), it becomes all the more imperative that all layers be 
concurrently considered to achieve efficient multilayer routes. 
Though concurrent search can result in more compact boards, 
it is also more complex. Previously, routing algorithms could 
proceed by reaching the leads X ,  Y coordinates on any layer. 
Now it must be assumed that the terminal is available on only 
one surface at its X , Y  location. 

In addition, advances in packaging technology, such as the 
increasing use of sur$ace mounted devices have led to double- 
sided mount configurations. This opens up new problems such 
as whether to keep closely connected components on the same 
side, or to divide them between the two sides so as to increase 
compactness. In the absence of better solutions, the approach 
typically taken is to generate several initial placements and 
route each of them separately and choose the best one. This 
increases the time for routing by several time folds. 

One of the principal routing strategies that has been found 
to be capable of handling all these varied requirements in a 
flexible manner is the maze or flood router. First proposed 
in 1961 by Lee [l] ,  this alogrithm is still the mainstay of 
autorouting technology for PCB’s. It represents a general 
approach to routing (rather than a specific algorithm) and 
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further guarantees to find a path if one exists. The maze router 
can be extended for multilayer cases as well. However, it 
is computationally extremely expensive. One simplification 
is to first use faster approaches such as pattern routing to 
complete most of the easy connections which account for about 
85% of all the nets. Unfortunately, though, the last 10-15% 
of all traces require the most time and computing resources 
since they are often the most complex to route. It may also 
become necessary to rip-up and reroute existing connections 
to make way for these traces. This process typically requires 
three or four invocations of the Lee algorithm. Since the Lee 
algorithm is at its slowest when connections are not found, 
the speed problem becomes significant. Furthermore, it gets 
only more worse as this phase is often done interactively with 
expert designer interface and hence rapid response times are 
desirable. 

A custom-hardware implementation for maze routing can 
run as much as a thousand times faster than a general purpose 
computer if the routing processor architecture is ingeniously 
designed to exploit all the intrinsic data parallelism in the 
search operations. Hardware costs are rapidly decreasing and 
with the aid of VLSI it is now possible to construct a single- 
board hardware accelerator that can interface to a personal 
computer or workstation running routing software. Further- 
more, it is unlikely that the maze routing paradigm can be 
supplemented in the near future by any other because of its 
extreme flexibility, and because of the nonplanar nature of 
grids in complex multilayer PCB’s. Thus a routing processor 
supporting the general maze router with flexible cost capability 
does not suffer the risk of obsolescence as could be the case 
with other algorithm-specific solutions. This paper focuses on 
the practical issues in the actual construction of one such 
system, called Hexagonal Array Machine and acronymed as 
(HAM). Since multidimensional arrays are very difficult to 
implement, and since the sizes of the grids are not known a 
priori. HAM maps the grid onto a smaller number of pro- 
cessors connected in a hexagonal wraparound topology. The 
hexagonal interconnection scheme has been previously shown 
[2], to possess the best characteristics amongst other two- 
dimensional topologies for multilayer concurrent searching 
operations. 

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 11, 
we present a motivation for our work and summarize some 
of the previous work done. Section 111 describes the overall 
architecture and some issues pertaining to maze routing. A 
new and more practical scheme for address computation during 
wavefront propagation is presented. Section IV describes the 
VLSI design issues for the construction of the individual 
HAM processors. Issues such as memory and buffer storage 
organization, datapath and microprogrammed control are dis- 
cussed. The timing and instruction flow is described along 
with a critical path analysis. In Section V, we summarize the 
results of system level simulations which evaluate the effect 
of internal storage size, number of processors and mode of 
wavefront expansion (one wavefront or multiple wavefronts 
at a time) on overall performance. It may be noted that 
the distributed nature of computation proposed here is also 
applicable to other implementations as well. 

(a) (b) 

routing solution. 
Fig. 2. (a) A small double-sided SMT routing problem (b) The three-layer 

11. MULTILAYER CONCURRENT MAZE-ROUTING 

A. Maze Routing 

Maze routing is usually the only practical solution to do 
multilayer routing with double-sided surface mounted module 
placement. Maze routing consists of three main operations: 
the first prepares the board for routing by partitioning it into 
hundreds or thousands of cells. The size of the grid cells is 
determined by the pad spacing and other design rules being 
employed. All the structures on the board such as pads, copper 
areas, traces, tooling holes, etc. are marked in the cells to 
which they belong. After creating the grid, the maze router 
begins an “expansion” stage. The router examines all the grid 
points in larger and larger concentric rings around the source 
pad till the destination is reached. Simultaneously, the router 
assigns cost values to each cell in accordance to some metric. 
These metrics are based on a variety of routing variables such 
as heading toward the target, adding a via, making a comer, 
or using preferred routing layers. In fact, the popularity of 
the maze router stems from the capability to tailer the cost 
functions to meet almost any routing requirements. Once the 
target pad is reached a “backtrace” is performed to the origin 
pad from the target point along one of the lowest cost paths. 

B. Need for  Concurrent Multilayer Search 
One reason for multilayer search as was mentioned earlier 

is to minimize the total number of layers, thereby reducing the 
manufacturing costs of the board. The problem is more severe 
in double-sided surface-mounted PCB’s with multiple signal 
layers. For example, consider a three-layer SMT board with 
three modules Cl,C2, and C3 as shown in Fig. 2(a). Nets 
A and B represent interconnections between terminals on one 
side of the board while net C interconnects two terminals on 
the other side of the board. Net D, on the other hand, connects 
two pins on opposite sides. An optimal shortest path routing 
solution is shown in Fig. 2(b). Note the buried vias for net 
B, which allows net C to be routed beneath its terminals, 
could be readily found only by using concurrent search on all 
layers. 
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TABLE I 
SOME EXISTING ROUTING ACCELERATORS 

Accelerator Architecture Routing Model Comments 

Wire Routing Machine [7] 32 x 32 array with General purpose 280 pproc Maze routing for 1-2 layer grids with 

Interconnection Network PE design 

endaround rowlcolumn + 15Kh mednode detailedglobal wiring variable grid weighting 
wraparounds 

Distributed Array 64 x 64 array with global Bit-serial proc with Maze routing for 2-layers unit cost grids; 
Processor [8] rowkol buses for global memory detailedglobal wiring DAP is a commercial 

Toroidal Machine [9] 
movement machine 
Prototype 8 x 8 array with 
twisted torus wraparounds ROM and RAM detailedglobal wiring support for interactive 

MANURE2 [4] SISD microcode machine Custom designed bitmap + Maze routing for detailed Multilayer support by 

NEC ~ P D 7 8 0 0  PE + 8Kb Maze routing for 1-2 layers weighted grids; 

rip-up and reroute 

address + markkost wiring reconfiguring via-bits in 
processors bitmap; support for diagonal 

routing; staged expansions 

C. Previous Accelerators 

Routing accelerators can be broadly categorized as either 
SISD (single instruction single data) or SIMD (single in- 
struction multiple data) machines. The first category [4]-[6] 
consists of a conventional processor aided by special-purpose 
support hardware to speed up some of the computations in- 
volved such as address computations, frontier-list managment, 
etc. However, they do not capture the parallelism inherent 
within the algorithm. Instead, speedup is obtained by the 
elimination of operating system overheads and by efficiently 
performing some of the common operations in hardware. 

The SIMD systems account for the intrinsic data parallelism 
in maze routing. The primary idea is to use an N x N 
array of identical processing elements that have a one-to-one 
correspondence with the N x N grid plane and so achieve 
a linear runtime for finding a path. A major disadvantage 
with such “full-grid” machines is that they need O ( N 2 )  PE’s 
despite the fact that almost all of them are not utilized at the 
same time. Moreover, they cannot handle problem sizes which 
are bigger than the physical size of the processing array. This 
is solved by allowing for wraparound connections and making 
each PE in the array to be responsible for maintaining the 
status of several grid cells. Some of the designs which fall in 
this category are the Wire Routing Machine [7], the Distributed 
Array Processor [8], and the Toroidal Machine [9]. A brief 
comparison of these routers is provided in Table I. 

The HAM approach is also SIMD based. It improves on 
existing approaches in three main aspects. a) The individual 
compute elements have been custom designed keeping in mind 
the nature of data retrieval and manipulation operations re- 
quired for maze routing. Careful consideration has been given 
to the interprocessor communication demands which is often 
the bottleneck for previous routers. b) The second reason has 
to do with the mapping used to assign grid cells to processors 
so that the workload gets uniformly distributed. The mapping 
provides the maximum interprocessor cycle period, i.e., the 
minimum distance between two occurrences of the same 
processing element along any straight line (including diagonal 
lines) [ 2 ] .  c) The hexagonal interconnection which supports 
concurrent search in multiple layers needed in complex board 
routing. 

(plug-in accelerator board) 

pTf 
0 0  

Fig. 3. Overview of the HAM routing system. 

111. HAM SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE 

A.  General Organization 

In this section, we present the overall system organization. 
There are three levels of interfaces involved. The first deals 
with the external interface between the workstation and the 
accelerator. The second deals with the interface between the 
accelerator controller and the processors in the array and the 
third level is the one between the processors themselves. 

External Interface: Fig. 3 shows the HAM system organi- 
zation in a distributed CAD system running on a network of 
workstations. It is conceived of as a single board system that 
can be plugged into an expansion slot of any conventional 
workstation running CAD software. The layout software can 
therefore address the accelerator as a device whenever it needs 
to perform a maze routing operaton. Processors are organized 
in a two-dimensional lattice. The processor array operates 
under the supervision of a global control unit (GCU) which 
is responsible for interfacing with the host workstation, for 
performing the sequential parts of the algorithm and for issuing 
the commands which are performed by all processors in a 
lock-step fashion. 
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Fig. 4. Interprocessor communication interface. 

GCU/Array Interface: The HAM system is based on an 
SIMD model, wherein each processor basically executes the 
same instruction in the same clock cycle on its local data 
set. In each cycle, the GCU broadcasts an address to all 
processors which corresponds to a particular instruction stored 
in the processor’s control memory. The processors themselves 
lack any decision making capability. Sample instructions in- 
clude expand i n  direction d ,  backtrace, start a new wave- 
f ront  and so on. In addition, the GCU has access to the input 
and output ports of the processors so as to be able to perform 
initialization and obtain results in the end. 

Interprocessor Interface: Maze routing is highly commu- 
nication intensive, but the communications follow a near- 
neighbor pattern. Consequently, each processor is directly 
connected to six other nodes in the array. Communication is 
allowed only on these links. In particular, there is no message- 
passing mechanism between any two arbitrary processors 
in the array. This model therefore eliminates the need for 
any hardware message router. Also, the proposed system 
is based on a distributed memory model. Any changes to 
the memory contents is to be accomplished by message 
passing alone. This eliminates the need for complex data 
consistency and data coherency control present in a shared- 
memory system. In an ideal system, each processor will have 
six parallel ports to communicate with the six neighbors; 
but in our implementation we have opted for a single-port 
time-multiplexed scheme, wherein, in any one clock cycle, all 
processors in the array talk to their neighbor in one of the six 
directions. A multiplexer is placed at the input pins to select 
one of the 6 neighbor data, as shown in Fig. 4. This selection 
is based on the dir control bits generated by the processor. 

B. Maze Routing Requirements 

In the HAM system, as presented above, each processor 
has access only to its local memory, called grid memory, 
which stores the information pertaining to all the cells that 
are mapped onto that processor. In this paper, the per-cell 
storage format used is shown in Fig. 5.  The cost field stores 
the least cost path discovered to that cell from the source 
cell. The directional mask field is used for backtracing the net 
from the target cell to the source. The content of the status 
field is as shown in the figure and is used to control the wave 
propagation and backtrace phases. 

18 15 9 0 

Fig. 5. Information stored in grid-memory for each grid cell. 

During the maze algorithm, the processors constantly have 
to access their local stores and exchange information be- 
tween themselves through message-passing. This raises several 
interesting questions that become critical in determining per- 
formance. 

1) How does one processor inform the other as to the 

2) What is the message overhead during wave-propagation? 
3) How do wavefronts proceed? 
4) How do the processors keep track of the frontier list (i.e., 

cells that have been reached during wave propagation but 
which have not yet been expanded out)? 

1) Next-Cell Address Computation: Suppose two neighbor- 
ing grid cells c1 and cz are mapped to processors pl and p:! 
and their information is stored at addresses ml and mz in 
the respective local memories. Then, in the traditional grid- 
coordinate transfer scheme, pl communicates the ( x ,  y, z) grid 
coordinates of cz to pz;  which lacking other information has 
to search, possibly its entire memory, trying to determine the 
location (mz) where data for cz is to be stored. In [2] we had 
alluded to this problem and had suggested that it would be 
much faster to have pl communicate m2 directly to pz.  This 
is the basis of our address-transfer scheme. The message size 
for the address-transfer scheme is only [log[(kG,G,)/N]1 
bits for a k-layer G, x G, grid mapped onto an N-processor 
system. As opposed to this, transferring coordinates needs 
[(log k + log G, + log G,)]. Thus there is also a saving in 
the message traffic. 

The problem, therefore, is reduced to one of each processor 
determining the address to transmit to their neighbors in all 
six directions. An index-based mapping scheme was given 
an earlier paper [2] and is briefly summarized below. “Let 
c 1 .  CZ,  . . . , ck be the ordered list of cells to which processor p 
is assigned. The ordering is by a row-major traversal of cells 
one layer at a time. Then, we define INDEX[c;] = i .  Once, 
all the INDEX values are known, each processing element can 
calculate the difference Ad, between its INDEX value and the 
INDEX values of its neighbor in direction d .  Grid boundaries 
can be handled using a dummy value X.” Furthermore, it 
was shown that for the hexagonal mapping on N processors, 
the maximum absolute value of Ad is [max(G,G,)/Nl, 
independent of the number of layers k. 

Thus in this scheme, the entry for cell (2, y, z) is stored in 
the local memory of the mapped processing element at address 
(zk . . . zo, b, . . . bo)  where Zk . . . zo is the binary representation 
of z and b, . . .  bo is the binary representation of INDEX 

identity of the cell being expanded? 
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Fig. 6. Padding scheme for a 2-layer 4 x 4 grid. 

[ z , g , z ] .  Then if ma is the address of the cell currently 
being expanded, the information passed to the neighboring 
processing element in direction d is the value (ma + Ad), 
where Ad is the difference stored at ma for direction d and 
so can be trivially computed. 

Padding Approach: The main problem with the above ap- 
proach is the additional amount of memory needed to store 
the A values. In fact for a grid of size 100 x 100 x 4 and 
N = 61, JAdJ 5 2 and thus 3 * 6 = 18 bits are needed for 
every cell. This is almost equal to the size of the information 
stored for the cell and is therefore not acceptable. 

Instead, we use a simpler modification which we call the 
padding approach. First a 1-cell rectangular frame is padded 
to the original grid and all these cells are marked blocked. 
These serve to delineate the boundaries of the grid and play 
the role of the dummy X INDEX values. Subsequently, the 
grid is padded in the X-dimension with as few dummy cells 
as are needed to make G, a multiple, say r of N .  Note that 
addition of dummy cells do not affect the routing as they 
are simply treated as blocked cells. This is shown in Fig. 6 
for a small 4 x 4 2-layer grid using a 7-node system. After 
the addition of the boundary frame, an additional column is 
needed to make G, = r * 7, r = 1. 

For the hexagonal mapping, each row has exactly T occur- 
rences of each PE. Visit the processors proceeding from layer 
0 to the last layer and going row-by-row within each layer. 
Then, if a cell c corresponds to the ith occurrence of the PE, 
information pertaining to it will be stored at address i in the 
grid-memory. From this, it can be concluded that the north, 
south, up and down neighbors of c will & stored at address 
i - T ,  i + T ,  i - rG,, and i + rG,, respectively, in the grid- 
memory of the respective PE’s. Moreover, the east and west 
cells will be stored at the same address z of the east/west 
neighbor. The exception is for the processor assigned to the 
leftmost boundary of each row when T > 1. This processor 
needs to send address i - 1 to and add1 to address received 
from its west neighbor. However, this requires only 1 bit 
of additional information to be stored with each cell. Also, 
since the grid size is known at the outset, the offsets can 
be precomputed reducing the address calculation and memory 
retrieval to very simple operations. 

2) BufSer Store Design: Each processor needs to maintain 
a list of frontier cells which have to be expanded in subsequent 
cycles. We refer to the unit maintaining the address of frontier 
cells as the buffer store. The simplest implementation of the 

buffer store is as a hardware stack. Other implementations in- 
clude a queue structure. Stacks are preferable for synchronous 
expansion while queues are better for asynchronous expansion 
as explained below. 

3) Expansion Style: A multiprocessor system running Lee’s 
algorithm can be built on two possible approaches for wave- 
front propagation. 

Synchronous: Here, the entire current wavefront is ex- 
panded before the next one is considered for 
expansion. It is possible here, due to multi- 
ple cell assignments, that certain processors 
which have cells on the new wavefront are 
forcibly kept idle till the expansion of the 
previous wavefront is completed. 

Asynchronous: In this mode of operation, at any cycle, any 
processor that has a cell that is yet to be 
expanded is allowed to do so. The concept 
of a wavefront has now to be interpreted as 
a collection of cells that have been reached 
from the source but have not yet been ex- 
panded. 

From the implementation point of view, the asynchronous 
mode is simpler; for the processors can simply inspect their 
buffer stores and if they find a cell start expanding it. The GCU 
only has to be informed when the target cell is reached. On the 
other hand, in the synchronous mode, each processor has to 
inform the GCU if it has any cells left on the current wavefront 
that are still to be expanded. This effect can be realized by 
maintaining two stacks, one for the current wavefront cells 
and one for the new wavefront cells. A special instruction has 
also to be added to the instruction set of the GCU to initiate 
a new wavefront. 

From the algorithmic point, when the wavefronts are al- 
lowed to proceed asynchronously, it is possible that one 
message may go racing out ahead of the others and cause 
one or more grid cells to be expanded incorrectly. This has 
the implication that when the target is first reached, the cost 
c (s , t ) ,  may not represent the shortest path from the source. 
This race effect can be minimized by adopting the policy 
of always expanding a frontier cell with the lowest cost or 
altemately adopting a queue data structure instead of a stack 
for the buffer store. 

Note, both the queue and two-stack structures can be 
realized using a single RAM module and two sets of counters. 
In case of the latter, one stack proceeds from the top down 
while the other proceeds from the bottom up. The counters 
denote the top of the two stacks and their roles can be 
interchanged at the start of a new wavefront. For the queue, 
the two counters mark the head and tail, respectively. 

IV. PROCESSOR ELEMENT DESIGN 

There are several engineering issues such as chip and 
board area, power consumption, timing, control mechanism, 
wireability, memory organization and so on that are crucial 
in determinig the viability of the accelerator. Furthermore, the 
desire to meet all these criteria at reasonable expense mandates 
that the individual processors of the accelerator array and the 
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Fig. 7. Block-level diagram of a processor. 

array controller be custom designed and not just built with 
general-purpose or off-the-shelf components. Since, our goal 
is ultimately to accelerate maze routing, this customization will 
be largely influenced by the typical operations to be performed 
therein. Within this framework, we wish to incorporate as 
much flexibility as possible so as to allow for different cost 
functions and expansion criteria to match the fabrication 
technology requirements. 

A. General Design Overview 

We consider the following four issues here: 
designing the datapath to include hardware support for 
commonly used operations and data-structure handling 
such as conversion between cell coordinates and memory 
address, computation of next cell address, maintaining 
frontier-list, and so on; 
designing the grid memory configuration so as to optimize 
access to the grid-related information; 
designing an appropriate instruction set; 
the global strategy for control of the processors. 

Fig. 7 shows a block-level diagram of the processor showing 
the major components. 

Control: We use a microprogrammable control-based de- 
sign. Each PE has a 32-word deep microstore that generates 
36 bits to control the datapath. A 5-bit address select one 
microinstruction each cycle. The control unit is pipelined so 
that while one instruction is being fetched, the previous one is 
being executed. It also allows for separate testing of the control 
and data sections of the PE by allowing the user to either read 
the contents of the microinstruction memory or to test the 
operation of the datapath under direct microcontrol. Since, the 
microstore can be downloaded at runtime, special instructions 
that make the full use of the parallelism afforded by the 
datapath can be designed and used for different algorithms. 
This approach makes it possible to run various versions of 
maze algorithms (and possibly other similar approaches) on the 
same hardware simply by reprogramming the control memory. 
This was considered important at least in the prototype version. 

Datapath: The main datapath is 10-bit wide and includes 
the input and the output units, a register file, and two PLA 
blocks called the Update unit and the Expand unit. As the 
names suggest, the update unit helps to update the status of 
the grid cell which is being expanded into; while the expand 
unit does the appropriate cost and status processing needed to 
expand a cell on the wavefront to the neighbors. With a small 
modification, the same logic can handle backtracing as well. 
There is a separate &bit datapath for handling the directional 
mask information and a 3-bit datapath for cell status. The 
operation of the datapath is controlled by the microcode bits 
generated in the control section. 

Memory: The grid-memory stores the data regarding each 
grid cell that has been assigned by the hexagonal map to 
the processor. It is organized into 4 equal banks to increase 
simultaneous access. This is useful for the grid-clearance phase 
for instance. During expansion the higher order two bits of the 
address are used to select the appropriate bank. A separate 
buffer-store, implemented using a 1K RAM and up-down 
counters is used to maintain the current frontier list at that 
processor, i.e., all grid-cells that have been mapped to that 
processor and which are in the current wavefront. 

B. Communication with Other PE's 

Each processor needs to communicate information to its 6 
physical neighbors. This data (address and cost information) 
is assumed to be 10-bit wide. In the prototype version, each 
processor is implemented in a separate chip with only one 
10-bit wide parallel input port and a separate 10-bit parallel 
output port. External switches are, therefore, needed to select 
the data from and to an appropriate neighbor during any clock 
cycle. The selection is based on the direction dir bits from the 
processor. In the current SIMD version, the dir bits are the 
same for all processors; consequently in one clock cycle all 
processors communicate to say their east neighbor (dir = 0) 
or north neighbor (dir = 2) and so on. 

This design, though slightly more complex, is adopted for 
the following reasons: (1) It reduces the pin count problem 
from 120 pins to 20. (2) Even if a cell is expanded and the 
information propagated to all six neighbors in parallel, the 
receiving processor has to sequentially process the data and 
update its grid store. (3) Parallel expansion in all six directions 
require that the next address and cost computation circuitry be 
replicated. 

The latter two problems are due to the fact that the expan- 
sion phase needs to access memory only once; whereas the 
receiving processor can receive messages from six neighbors 
in one cycle for six different cells; thus requiring six memory 
reads and writes. Serial communciation between processors 
could also solve the pin-count problem but not the algorithmic 
asymmetry in the update and expand operations. The typical 
scenario of computation and communication is shown in Fig. 
9. 

C. Timing 

Timing is a critical issue especially in the design of a mul- 
tiprocessor SIMD system operating under a global clock(s). A 
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Fig. 9. Flow of parallel expands and updates across processors. 

highly complex multiphase scheme can be counterproductive 
because of possible skews and other overhead. For maze 
routing, we found that a simple two-phase nonoverlapping 
clock strategy, as shown in Fig. 8, is adequate. The instruction 
issue is as follows. The memory address (external instruction) 
is maintained stable from the end of CPI to the end of CP2. 
At this time, the data is read into the master. During CPl, this 
data gets transferred from the master to the slave register in the 
control memory. Simultaneously, the memory address circuitry 
is precharged during CPl . The control signals controlling the 
operation of the processor are decoded from the output of the 
slave and thus remain stable from the start of one CP1 cycle 
to the next. 

The rest of the processor performs three main operations. 
SfarrExpand: This cycle is initiated at the start and it serves 

to select a cell on the current wavefront for 
expansion. The information pertaining to the 
cell chosen is obtained from the grid memory. 
Each processor maintains a list of addresses 
pertaining to its set of current frontier cells in 
a buffer store. The StartExpand cycle takes 
two CPl-CP;! cycles. During the first CP1 
cycle, the address at the top of the store is 
popped and is used to load the A2 latch. 
In the following CP2 cycle, the cost and 
expansion status is read from the grid memory 
and latched in the D2 register. The status of 
the grid memory is then updated (changed 
from wavefront to expanded) during the next 
CPl-CP2 cycle. 

During expansion operations, sometimes a 
given processor has no current cells on the 
wavefront. In such a case, the processor sends 
an address of 0. By making memory address 
0 a reserved word, the receiving processor es- 
sentially performs noops on this data. Address 
0 is not to be pushed into the buffer store; 
hence preventing it from being used in future 
expansions. 
Expanding a cell c on the current wavefront 
consists of computing the cost and address 
information to propagate to the neighboring 
processors. As mentioned previously, the ad- 
dress information identifies the expanded cell 
to the receiving processor. In the HAM system 
address computation is done using the padding 
scheme described before. The expand cycle 
takes two CPl-CP2 cycles. The Expand PLA 
computes the next-cell address during CPl 
and latches it onto the output ports during 
CP2; in the next CPl-CP2 cycle, it does the 
same using the cost information instead. This 
address and cost information is received and 
processed by the update unit of the neighbor- 
ing processor as described below. 
This consists of receiving information (address 
and cost) of a cell, say c being expanded 
from the input ports, accessing the grid mem- 
ory for the current status of c and updating 
the information as dictated by the maze al- 
gorithm. The A/D latches serve the role of 
address and data registers for this purpose. The 
whole operation is designed to complete in 
two CPl-CP2 cycles and is referred to as one 
update cycle. During the first CP1 on-period, 
the A latch gets loaded with the address for 
cell c. This value is held constant for the 
rest of the update cycle. The contents of the 
grid memory for that address is read and is 
available during the following CP2 cycle at 
which time it is latched into the D latch. 
During the second CP1 cycle, the latched cost 
information for c is compared with the new 

Expand: 

Update: 
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cost information received from the input port 
by the Update PLA and a new value (cost 
and status) is determined and is latched in 
the Z1 register. Next, during CP2, the new 
updated information gets written into the grid 
memory. This completes the update cycle and 
the processor then proceeds to receiving a new 
set of (address, cost) information pertaining to 
other cells being added to the wavefront. 

Fig. 9 summarizes the above activities for one expand 
and one update cycle. One way to view this is as a global 
pipelining of expand and update operations taking place across 
the processor array. In the steady state, each cell expand takes 
14 clock cycles: 2 to get the next cell on the wavefront; 2 
for expanding to one neighbor (for six neighbors). A read 
or write is performed on the memory whenever CP2 is on. 
The backtrace phase operates along the same lines as the 
propagation phase with the exception that there is no longer 
any need for the cost information. Backtrace proceeds by 
passing the address of the next cell, if it is to be included 
in the final net-route; 0, otherwise to the neighboring PE. The 
backtrace logic is considered as part of the Expand unit and 
is discussed later. Backtrace needs 8 clock cycles. 

D. Input and Next-Cell Units 

The input and next-cell units store cost information from 
the neighboring PE’s and from the memory. The Input unit 
is made up of two 10-bit latches A1 and D1. The two also 
serve as the address and data-registers for the grid memory. 
Their function is controlled by 3 microcode bits: aldl, dldl ,  
sand albus. The last is used to determine which of the latches 
actually place data on the A1 bus. The Next-cell unit comprises 
of latches A2 and D2 which serve a similar role. 

E. Update Unit 

The main function of the Update unit is to determine the 
new contents of the grid-memory during the expansion phase. 
It has 4 modes of operation controlled by the microcode bits 
fur and fu2. 

f u l  fu2 function 
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- 

0 0 SEL A 
0 1 SEL B 
1 0 INC A 
1 1 MAZE 

Maze Operation: This serves to perform the Update algo- 
rithm and is implemented as a PLA. The Update unit uses two 
sets of inputs. One set pertains to the grid-memory contents 
of the cell ao being updated. This has three components (CO, 

mo, so) which denote the current lowest cost to reach the cell, 
the directions from which the cell has been reached so far 
and the status of the cell. The second set of inputs has two 
components (cn, mn) where cn is the current cost to reach the 
cell; mn represents the direction of the sending processor w.r.t. 
this PE (i.e., east, or west neighbor, etc). 

The Update algorithm first checks if this cell is the target. If 
so a special end signal is activated which is caught by the GCU 
and used to terminate the wavefront expansion. Otherwise, if 
it is a new cell, then the new cost is used and the cell status 
is changed to wavefront. It is also possible for the same cell 
to be reached from more than one neighboring directions. If 
the new cost is less than the current lowest cost path, then it 
becomes the new lowest cost and the direction information is 
updated accordingly; if it is the same then only the direction 
part gets affected; otherwise the old memory contents remain 
unaffected. 

Update Algorithm 

Begin Update 
If old status (so)is FREE or TARGET) 

/*this is the first time this cell 

or (status is WAVEFRONT OR EXPANDED 

/*the new path is the least cost path, 

has been hit*/ 

and CO > cn) 

so accept it*/ 
Then CostOut = cn 

MaskOut = mn 
StatOut = WAVEFRONT 

CostOut = CO 

StatOut = so 
If (status is WAVEFRONT or EX- 

Else 

PANDED and CO = cn) 
/*alternate path of same cost*/ 
MaskOut = molmn /*bitwise or*/ 

MaskOut = mo 
Else 

Endl f 
Endi f 

End Update 

The directional mask information serves two main purposes: 
(1) it can be used in a flexible manner during the backtrace 
phase to retrace a path to the source, (2) it can be used 
during expansion to prevent spurious messages being sent. 
For instance, say processor 1 expands cell c1 and propagates 
the information to processor 2. Then processor 2 marks in its 
memory that it has received this information from processor 
1. Consequently, when processor 2 is expanding c2 (the cell 
adjacent to CI), it need not propagate the message back to c1. 

The output of the Update logic is latched into Z1 based on 
microcode bit zldl. There is another bit exp which if set to 
1 will force StatOut to EXPANDED during wave-propagate 
phase and to NET during Backtrace phase. The INC A mode 
of the Update logic is mainly used during the initialization 
process to step through the memory addresses in a sequential 
fashion; the SEL A and SEL B modes are used in the backtrace 
phase when the update algorithm is to be bypassed. Also, they 
allow flexibility in performing other computations if so needed. 
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Fig. 10. Local-memory organization. 

F. Expand Unit 

The Expand unit does the appropriate cost and mask pro- 
cessing needed to expand a cell on the wavefront to the 
neighbors. It also has logic to account for backtracing and 
has 4 modes of operation controlled by the microcode bits fe l  
and fe2. 

~ ~~ 

f e l  fe2 function 
0 0 SEL A 
0 1 SEL B 
1 0 A + B  
1 1 A - B  

Usually the B input consists of data from the register file. 
This could be the additive factors for the address calculation or 
the incremental cost to propagate in a certain direction. Note, 
the output is zerod out if the PeActive control signal is not 
True. 

In addition there is a backtrace logic which is operative 
during the backtrace phase. If it is determined that the cell 
under consideration has been labeled from multiple directions, 
then the direction chosen for the backtrace to proceed is the 
one that causes the fewest number of bends and layers changes. 
This is done using a priority encoder circuit which compares 
the direction from which the cell had been expanded and the 
direction from which the backtrace operation has reached the 
cell. 

G. Local-Memory Organization 

This serves to maintain information pertaining to each grid- 
point that is mapped onto that PE. The memory is implemented 
using a static RAM of size 1024 x 19. The memory needs to be 
accessed in every instruction cycle of the propagation phase. 

Also, during the initial set-up phase and during the cleargrid 
phase of the algorithm, the status fields have to be updated. To 
improve performance, it was decided to interleave the memory 
into 4 banks of 256 x 19 RAM’S. The two higher order bits 
of the address is used to select the appropriate bank. This 
permits the same location of all banks to be simultaneously 
written into in one memory cycle. 

Fig, 10 shows the grid-memory organization in more de- 
tail. The 2-bit fncode determines the memory operation. All 
readwrites take place during CP2. Address and input data 
are available at the end of CP1 and are held constant during 
CP2. The StatusLogic block is used to selectively change 
all Expanded or Wavefront status fields to Free when the 
ClearStatus command is issued. This essentially clears the grid 
and is to be performed upon completion of routing the given 
net and prior to starting the maze search for the next net. Thus 
the “clearphase” can be performed by all PE’s simultaneously 
in 256 cycles. The Memory Control Logic is responsible for 
activating the appropriate read or write signals. If the processor 
is inactive, no write is performed and thejhcode is in essence 
disregarded. 

H.  Buffer Store Organization 
During the wavepropagation, while the PE is expanding one 

cell of the old wavefront, it may receive up to 6 new addresses 
for other cells that map onto it and have been newly inducted 
into the wavefront. The PE has to keep track of these since all 
of them will have to be eventually expanded. The buffer store 
is needed as just updating the Status fields in the grid-memory 
is insufficient to identify wavefront-cells without undertaking 
a sequential search. 

The buffer store can be organized as either a pair of LIFO 
stacks or as a FIFO queue. This has been implemented using 
a 1024 x 10 RAM and a pair of up-down counters. During 

I 
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the wave propagation phase, as each address is received it gets 
pushed onto the top of the store. An unexpanded wavefront- 
cell can then simply be recovered by popping the top of the 
appropriate stack or queue. The counter is assumed to point 
to the next free location. Thus for PUSH, the RAM is written 
into during CPl; the counter is incremented in CP2. On the 
other hand, for POP operation, we decrement the counter in 
CP1 and access the memory in CP2. 

There is one additional complication, however. A particular 
grid cell can be reached from more than one direction. Con- 
sequently, if the address of such a cell is already in the store, 
then it should not be pushed in. The solution to this problem 
is to validate each PUSH. The control unit raises a pushvalid 
signal during CP2 if the address corresponds to a new cell. 
This information is determined by reading in a previous clock 
phase the corresponding Status field in the grid-memory. The 
counter is incremented only if pushvalid is true. 

I. Control Unit 
The control unit generates 36 microcode bits that are used 

to control the datapath and the memory units. Currently, the 
microinstruction memory is implemented as a 32 x 36 static 
RAM. This means that at any point in time 32 different 
instructions can be stored. This was felt to be sufficient 
for the maze-routing algorithms. An initial set consists of 6 
wave-expand, 1 wave-receive instruction (needs 3 4  microin- 
structions), 4 microinstructions for backtrace, 1 for clearing 
the grid, 3 for resetting various elements, 4 for initializing 
the status fields of the memory, and 10 for miscellaneous 
operations. The use of a static memory provides the ability to 
interrupt clocks between instruction definition and execution. 

A 5-bit address (instruction) selects one 36-bit microinstruc- 
tion every cycle. This gets loaded onto the master register 
in CP2 and then into the slave during CP1 from where it is 
decoded appropriately and connected to the different control 
points. Data can be shifted in and out of the mastedslave 
registers by setting SH. To load a new instruction into the 
memory, the data is serially shifted in (SI port) for 36 cycles 
and then WRT is activated to store the contents into the mem- 
ory. The Csel or chipsel input is used to disable a particular 
PE. This is useful for the initial setup of the grid-memory and 
final result gathering operations. When Csel is enabled the 
slave register is loaded with a microinstruction implementing 
the no-op operation. The control-block is combinational in 
nature and is used to activate the various control signals in 
the appropriate clock phase and also decode some fields of 
the microinstruction. (See Fig. 1 1 .) 

J.  Testing 
The chip has been designed keeping in mind the testing 

requirements. Testing can be done in two parts. In the first part 
the control section can be tested out by shifting in data into 
the pipeline register and observing the output at the PSO port. 
Once the pipeline register is verified, it can be used to test the 
microinstruction memory by storing data at specific locations 
and then loading them back into the pipeline register and then 
shifting the data out. Subsequently simple instructions can be 

1” 
FROM THE 
DATAPATB 

COMBINATIONAL 

-1 L 
S 

PSI - 
Fig. 1 I .  Control unit organization. 

TABLE I1 
AREA FOR THE MAJOR PE BLOCKS 

Unit Name Area (100 sq. Unit Name Area (100 sq. 
mils) mils) 

Input unit 1.79 (0.6%) Control unit 27.47 (9.1%) 
Next-cell unit 1.79 (0.6%) Datapath 53.30 (17.6%) 
Update unit 4.52 (1.5%) Buffer store 65.36 (21.6%) 
Exoand Unit 3.78 (1.25%) Grid Memorv 144.32 (47.7%) 

loaded into the RAM to test the functionality of the data path. 
The contents of all the datapath elements are observable at the 
output port by activation of the appropriate control signals. For 
instance, the operation of the A1 latch can be tested by loading 
test data from the input pins and then enabling the connection 
between the two R buses, the same data can be observed and 
verified at the output. Once this operation is verified, the A1 
latch can be made to store a grid memory address and test 
data can be written into and subsequently read out from the 
memory. 

K. Statistics 

A single processing element has been laid out in a 40- 
pin package with a die size of 200 by 220 mil (see Fig. 
12) using the Chipcrafter’ package. This includes 10 kbit 
of buffer-store memory and 19 kbit of grid memory which 
is sufficient for routing grids with as many as 64K grid 
cells on a five-dimensional processor array comprising of 61 
processors. A 1 -pm 2-metal 1-poly technology from National 
Semiconductors was employed. Table I1 shows the area in units 
of 100 sq. mils for the major components with-the percentage 
of total chip area shown in parentheses. 

The processor runs at a clock frequency of 16 MHz. An 
expand cycle takes 0.84 ps while a backtrace cycle takes 0.48 
ps. Thus the HAM system is capable of sustaining a little 
over 1 million expansions every second. These figures do not 
include the time for the initialization and communication costs 
with the host. However, such costs can be amortized over 

’ Chipcrafter is a trademark of Seattle Silicon Corp 
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Fig. 12. Layout of a single HAM processor. 

several nets and so HAM will continue to offer significant 
speedup over any uniprocessor solution. 

Clock Frequency: This is determined by the following con- 
siderations. 

The propagation delays of the Update and Expand units 
(denoted by t d u  and t d e ,  respectively). 
The setup and hold times of the various RAM compo- 
nents (grid memory, buffer memory , control memory) 
which are denoted by t , ,  and t h d ,  respectively. 
The access time (time before valid data is available at 
the output for a read operation or the minimum time for 
which the write pulse has to be activated to write in new 
data) which is denoted by tac. 
The time for the incrementing and decrementing of 
the counters which are part of the buffer store address 
circuitry for implementing the push and pop operations 
which is denoted as tCt. 
Interprocessor ( tS l )  and intraprocessor ( t s 2 )  signal skews. 

The inputs to the update unit (A1 and B 1 bus) change at the 
start of each CP1 and the output forms the new data which is 
to be written during the CP2 on-period in the grid memory. 
Similarly, for the expand unit the inputs (A2 and B2 bus) are 
available at the start of CP1 and the output is latched onto the 
output 2 register during CP2. These requirements give rise to 
the following set of constraints: 

t 2  + t 3  2 t d u  + t s u  

t 2  + t 3  2 tde  

t 4  L t a c  

tl  2 t h d .  

In case of the buffer store, a pop operation consists of 
decrementing the counter during CP1 and reading the cor- 
responding memory address during CP2. For the push the 
reverse is performed, i.e., a write is performed during CP1 

and the counter is incremented during CP2. Thus the counter 
always points to the next free location. Note that the terms 
incremenddecrement are interchanged for the bottom stack in 
the two-stack synchronous mode of wavefront expansion. This 
leads to the following constraints: 

t 2  + t 3  2 t c t  + t , ,  (POP) 

t 4  + t l  L t c t  + t s u  

t 2  2 t a c ;  t 3  2 thd  (push) 
t 4  tat; tl 2 t h d .  

The case of the control memory and grid memory which 
are only readwritten during CP2 is quite simple, viz., t 3  2 
t s u ; t 4  2 t , ,;tl  2 t h d .  The interprocessor communication 
delays are accounted for by tl since data are latched on to 
the output ports during CP2 and that data are received by the 
neighboring processor during the following CPl. Hence, it is 
sufficient that tl  2 t s l .  The value of t s 2  is determined by the 
manner of satisfying the above inequalities. 

The measured values for the above parameters were: t,, = 
12.5 ns,tsu = 10 n s , t h d  = 5 ns,tde = 23.8 ns, tdu = 15 ns, 
tCt = 10 ns. Our simulations was performed setting t; = 
15 ns, i = 1, .  . . ,4. These satisfy all the above criteria and 
can tolerate a signal skew of 8% of the total clock cycle in 
the datapath and 4% for the memory control. Fig. 13 shows 
a part of the actual Quicksim2 trace for the processor. The 
signals aldl to dld2 are control signals controlling the loading 
of the A/z) latches and signals busl, bus2 determine the A 
bus gets sourced by the A\ or D latch. The nets albus, blbus 
are the A and B inputs of the Update unit; while the signals 
mold, min, cumin, alulout, and mout correspond to mo, mn, so, 
CostOut and MaskOut of the Update algorithm respectively. 
Similarly the nets a2bus and b2bus are the A and B inputs 
of the Expand unit and its output is latched onto the output 
pins. For illustration purposes, at the start of the trace, all grid 
memory cells are initialized to zero except cell 2: ( cost = 20; 
dmask = 1 ) and cell 3:( cost = 16; dmask = 0 ). The buffer 
store has one cell address, viz. 3. The StartExpand cycle starts 
at time 1440. Thus in the expand cycles, subsequent to this, 
the processor outputs neighbor address of (3 + oflser) for that 
direction as per the padding scheme; and cost of 16 + 1 = 17. 
Concurrently the Update unit receives address and cost data 
from its neighbors and proceeds to modify the grid memory 
as per the Update algorithm. 

v. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS 

In this section, we present simulation results pertaining to 
the performance of the overall HAM system using custom 
designed processors, working in both the synchronous (SYNC) 
and asynchronous (ASYNC) expansion modes. All figures 
are computed assuming that the shortest path to the target 
is desired and not just any path. This assumption could have a 
significant impact especially on the ASYNC mode results. We 
have used three main criteria for our evaluations: execution 
time (T), speed-up (s), and processor usage efficiency (7) and 
study how they change with N, the number of processors used. 

*Quicksim is a trademark of Mentor Graphics. - 
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Fig. 13. Simulation trace for the HAM processor. 

All plots reflect the average obtained by running the system 
simulation on 25 randomly generated nets on a grid of size 
100 x 100 x 4. We also consider the effects of framing, i.e., 
restricting the grid-space to be searched for a connection to 
a rectangular box formed by the source and target; and the 
effect of blockages caused by prior nets. 

A. Execution Time 

We have chosen to characterize the execution time in terms 
of the number of atomic cycles (expand or update cycle) 
required to complete expansion. This makes the results to be 
readily applicable to other possibly faster implementations. For 
our processor implementation, an atomic cycle corresponds to 
14 x 60 ns = 0.84~s .  These results are shown in Fig. 14. 
The asynchronous mode takes more time than the synchronous 
mode for empty grids. The reason for this is that in the current 
implementation, the processor merely picks out the first entry 
in its buffer store which could very well be a cell leading 
away from the target. This leads to the domino effect wherein a 
message pertaining to a higher cost message can propagate first 
to the target. Subsequently, when the correct update message 
with a lower cost is received by the processor, the expansion 
in a sense gets repeated. This process leads to many more 
messages being sent back and forth which increases the total 
time. The solution to get around this problem is to have the 
processors make an intelligent choice as to the next cell to 
expand but this would involve more complex hardware. Note 
that the two modes yield similar results when framing is 
used or in congested grids with lots of cell blocks. This is 
because the chances of first proceeding in the wrong direction 
are considerably reduced here. In fact, it is possible that the 
ASYNC mode may be the faster of the two in such cases. 
Also it is clear that if the length of a net is less than N 
then no advantage can be gained by increasing the number 

of processors. This is reflected in the graphs where it can be 
seen that the curves tend to flatten out as N becomes larger. 

B. Speedup 

The speedup is measured with respect to the corresponding 
time taken by a uniprocessor which is directly proportional to 
the total number of cells expanded. Thus 

total number of cells expanded 
on a uniprocessor 

number of atomic cycles taken by * 

the multiprocessor 

Note that this speedup value is a lower bound as it does not 
include consideration for the smaller expand cycle time of the 
HAM processor. So, in absolute terms, the expected speedup 
will be much more. The results are shown in Fig. 15. Again the 
lower speedup for the ASYNC mode for empty grids without 
framing is a direct consequence of the increased time taken in 
this mode to find connections. 

S =  

C. Usage E#ciency 

The efficiency is defined as the overall processor usage 
measured over the whole of the program's execution. It is 
calculated as follows: 

) . ( N  * T)- ' .  
total number of active processors 

v=C ( per expand cycle 

An active processor in this context is one which either receives 
at least one message from one of its neighbors or sends a 
message to its neighbors. The high efficiency figure for the 
asynchronous mode is a direct consequence of the routing 
policy of allowing the processor to expand any cell in its buffer 
store. The results are plotted in Fig. 16. 
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Fig. 14. Effect of number of processors on total time. (a) ASYNC mode. (b) SYNC mode. 
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Fig. 15. Effect of number of processors on speedup. (a) SYNC. (b) ASYNC. 

D. Size of the Buffer Stores 

It is clear that the maximum size needed for a buffer store 
is equal to the maximum number of cells that are mapped to 
the processor. However, by considering the manner in which 
wavefronts propagate, it was felt to be highly unlikely that all 
cells could be simultaneously part of the current wavefront. 
In fact simulations have led us to believe that the maximum 
number of elements present in the buffer at any given time 
is less than 10% (25%) of the total number of cells mapped 
to the processor for the SYNC (ASYNC) modes. This can be 
seen in Fig. 17 where the maximum buffer sizes used while 

routing on an empty 100 x 100 4-layer grid are shown. The 
theoretical maximum for a k-layer G, x G, grid is given by 
[ k  * G, * G , / N ]  . Generally, the asynchronous mode requires 
3 4  times larger buffer stores since there are more messages 
being transmitted. 

These results suggest that a significant area saving can be 
realized by simply using a smaller buffer store. Alternatively, 
the area can be used to build a larger grid memory that allows 
the mapping of even larger routing grids. Also, because there 
is some intrinsic redundancy in the expansion, such as each 
cell receiving information from more than one direction (pro- 
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Fig. 17. Determination of maximum buffer store size needed. 

cessor), routing is not much affected even if a few messages 
are lost because the processor receiving it has no place to 
store it in its buffer. 

E. Choice of Mode 

From the above experiments it can be concluded that unless 
framing techniques are used or the grid is congested, the 
synchronous mode is better. The amount of buffer store needed 
for synchronous mode is also less since we only expand a 
wavefront at a time which leads to a more uniform distribution 
of grid cells to processors. Framing techniques are also used 
in software methods to restrict the amount of grid space that 
gets searched by the wave propagation, but seem to have a 
different implication in the multiprocessor mode. Though not 
currently implemented, framing could be realized in the HAM 
system by marking the cells lying on the frame boundary 

to Block before starting routing the net and restoring their 
original state upon completion of the route. However, this 
is more complicated to compute in the distributed memory 
map since a transformation will have to be made between 
frame coordinates and memory addresses. Consequently, our 
solution (without framing) is to employ synchronous mode 
initially and then resort to asynchronous mode as the grid 
gets more congested. Both models can be supported using the 
two-counter model discussed earlier. 

VI. CONCLUSION 
The HAM system derives its speedup over conventional 

solutions in two ways: (1) Since the processing elements are 
custom-designed, the per cell computation time is significantly 
reduced for both wave-expansion and backtrace operations. 
This time includes the time to fetch the status of the cell 
from memory, perform cost calculations and add it to the 
new wavefront list (in our case propagate to the six adjacent 
neighbors). This paper has identified the hardware require- 
ments that are most cost-effective in building such custom 
processors. (2) The other speedup results from the manner in 
which the processing elements cooperate with one other during 
routing. Expand and update operations are pipelined across the 
processors which are connected in a hexagonal wraparound 
fashion. Such a topology has been previously shown to be 
optimal for concurrent multilayer search operations in three 
dimensions. This meets our goal of using the HAM system 
for double-sided surface-mounted board routing. However, 
the processor design is independent of the interconnection 
topology used; rather the processors can be interconnected in 
any manner desired and run with suitable microprograms. 

A multiprocessor system solution for maze routing poses 
several problems not encountered with uniprocessors. One 
factor of significant import in a distributed memory model 
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is that each processor has only limited information of the 
overall grid, in particular, it only stores the status of cells 
which are assigned to it. This has consequences for the mode 
of interprocessor information exchange, control mechanism, 
and synchronization scheme employed. In this paper, we have 
identified these issues and proposed some practical solutions. 
In particular, we have suggested the use of memory-address 
rather than the traditional grid-coordinate based message trans- 
fer between processors during expansion as a means to reduce 
both message traffic as well as speed up the memory search 
times. The design of the buffer store as either a stack or a 
queue to support either a synchronous or asynchronous mode 
of expansion has also been shown to be critical in achieving 
good performance. 
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